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January 26th, 60 a.H

NEWS AND VIEWS
To avoid a democratically vitrified world, Geniocracy is the solution.
The Islamic resistance movement Hamas seems to have achieved a stunning win in the
Palestinian parliamentary election yesterday. According to preliminary results, Hamas won
76 seats giving them a majority in the 132-seat chamber. A democratic election has put
pro-war people at the head of the Palestinian State.
Here is what the Prophet RAEL declared today:
This is exactly as I predicted it a long time ago.
We arrive at a point where there is an
unsolvable conflict between "democracy" and
peace. The so-called "civilized world" believed
and claimed that democracy necessarily brings
peace... but free elections in Palestine prove that
democracy can put in power pro-war people.
It was the case a long time ago with Adolf
Hitler... now we see it again. And we will soon
see it again in Iraq and in many other countries.
Democracy never works the way the West wishes it... So the USA and the United nations
must now either reject "democratic " results, and at the same time recognize that
"democracy" doesn't work and is even dangerous, or accept the results , stick to
"democratic" values, and by the same token support the right of the democratic
expression of people to go to a democratically wished war... Democracy, both in Israel
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and in Palestine, necessarily puts in power people wishing to destroy the other nation, so
war is inevitable. So if the "god" named "democracy" must absolutely rule, then war
becomes a democratically wished fact, and then the whole world, hypnotized by the very
concept of unchallengeable "democracy" must accept and support this war, as democracy
rules that the whole democratic world must support the democratic decisions of nations.
Then we are on the way of a total annihilation of the whole humanity. Because if what is
true for Israel and Palestine is applied to, let say, a conflict between China and USA, then
a democratically wished nuclear war will take place, accepted and wished by both nations
and then the whole world will be democratically vitrified. The only solution is the one
recommended by our Creators the Elohim: to replace democracy by a more advanced
system of selective democracy called "geniocracy"... as time goes by, Geniocracy will
become more and more the only solution to save the world. In the wild democracy we
now have, as Herman Goering said, whatever the political regime is, if you make the
people feel threatened and create fear, they will democratically support war. As long as
media and politicians, who make money by spreading fear, will rule the world, the
democratic results will be to place in power pro-war people like Adolf Hitler, George Bush,
Ariel Sharon or Hamas.
Only when a selective democracy will help to put in power wise people, insensitive to the
fear instilled by media and politicians’ campaigns, with, as a goal, the good of the whole
humanity and an absolute non-violence, then humanity will be saved. It's called
Geniocracy.

William Blum, Bin Laden recommended author, named Honorary
Priest.
Author William Blum, who is invited suddenly by all
the biggest US media and whose book is now
becoming a best seller thanks to Osama Bin Laden
who recommended in his last video that all
Americans read his book, has been named
Honorary Priest by the Prophet Rael.
Freelance journalist and activist, a former State
Department employee, William Blum started his
activist career in 1969 when he exposed the names
and addresses of 212 CIA officials. Since then,
Blum has authored a number of books and worked
to expose government corruption.
Blum says that one of the greatest myths of U.S. foreign policy is that it has a noble
objective. All U.S. activities overseas, he explained, can therefore be justified because the
United States believes that it is working for the general good.
Instead, Blum presents in his books and talks, another picture of the United States, whose
“leaders have weapon depleting uranium made by mad scientists.”
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“These leaders are not simply immoral. They are amoral,” he says. “They simply don’t care
about the death and suffering they inflict on others as long as these pains advance the
empire’s agenda.”
Calling President George W. Bush as fanatical as Osama bin Laden, Blum claimed that the
inner Washington elite are part of an “empirical mafia.”
You can read more about him and his essays that are so much in line with what the
Prophet Rael has been saying for decades at this address:
http://www.thirdworldtraveler.com/Blum/Rogue_State_Blum.html

Burqa or not burqa?

The Dutch government will announce over the next few weeks
whether it will make it a crime to wear the traditional Islamic dress
which covers the face apart from the eyes.
The Raelian philosophy is in favor of religious freedom and the right
to express oneself the way we want, especially with our clothes, and
this should be respected everywhere, however….

The Prophet RAEL reminded us this week that : “when Western
women visiting Muslim countries will be allowed to show their hair
and legs, then the Muslims will be right to talk about freedom to use
their traditional clothes in European countries. But as long as there are laws that force
occidental women to adopt Muslim clothes when visiting their countries, the reciprocity is
perfectly adapted. In other words: you want your freedom to use your clothes when
visiting our countries, give us the same rights when we visit yours. There cannot be
double standard.

RAEL disapproves the position of Cardinal Rosalio Castillo Lara and
gives his support to President Chavez
The Prophet RAEL disapproves the declarations of Cardinal Rosalio
Castillo Lara, the most senior Catholic clergyman in Venezuela who says
that the government of Hugo Chavez appears as a dictatorship and has
lost its democracy.
What should we say of the Vatican whose leader, the Pope, has absolute
power in his state and is elected for life? Where is the democracy in
Vatican?
The Catholic Church also accuses President Chavez of lacking religious neutrality.
The Prophet Rael said today : “The Catholic Church’s leaders in Venezuela are traitors,
fully submissive to a foreign power : the Vatican, that is a state as well, and as such,
looses its religious neutrality as it intervenes in Venezuela. It is actually for that same
reason, for not being told what to do by the Vatican, that a King of England founded the
Anglican Church.”
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In a letter sent to President Chavez, Rael proposes to go immediately to Venezuela to
show his support and publicly denounce the Catholic Church that has been the accomplice
of the colonization that leads to the massacre of the indigenous people of South America.
It is also for this reason that Rael invites the Venezuelans to massively apostatize from the
Catholic religion that is only opium for the people and a religion imposed brutally on to
their ancestors. It is always important to recall that the Catholic Religion built a major part
of its fortune thanks to the pillage of the victims of the massacres done in South America.
"I propose to President Chavez to nationalize all the properties of the Catholic Church as
they have been built using the wealth of the Venezuelans, and transform them into
centers for scientific education. I would like to propose to him as well a project of United
States of the Third World in order to fight against the imperialism and the neo-colonialism
of the rich countries and especially of the USA” concluded RAEL

Our support to the Iranian President

Our beloved Prophet has asked the Iranian team to send his support to Ex-President,
Akbar Hashemi Rafsanjani as well as the new Iranian President Mahmood
Ahmadinejad. He mentioned that it isn’t normal that Israel and the US are allowed to
have bombs and not Iranians or Koreans.
We, Raelians, are for the destruction of all atomic bombs. But the ones who have them
should destroy them first to show the good example before asking others not to build or
have any !

Prophet RAEL Brings His Support To Black Jesus Film-Maker
The Prophet RAEL, expressed his full support to movie maker Mark Dornford-May for
making the “son of man”, the world’s first BLACK Jesus film. By portraying the Christ as a
modern African revolutionary, the film fits perfectly with the revolution call made by
Prophet RAEL to all Africans to deliver Africa from the grips of western superpowers who,
in their thirst to maintain their domination on Africans, have used all kinds of strategies,
including a blue-eyed fair-haired Christ image....
The official support of the Prophet RAEL was also sent to the President of Ivory Coast,
President Gbagbo, who is facing a colonial power that, under the cover of the United
Nations, is trying to keep its hold on Ivory Coast.
He also sent his congratulations to President Sassou N’Guesso from Congo Brazzaville
who has been elected as head of the African Union.... as announced by the Prophet RAEL
in Brazzaville last December and as he has predicted to him in 2001 during their private
meeting.... a promised destiny is on its way J
It is now time, the Prophet RAEL reminds us, to go to the next step: the organization of
an assembly of representatives of the ethnical groups of the United States of Africa, the
Afro money, and the creation of a research center on genetically modified plants, adapted
to the needs of the African populations, in order to eradicate fully famine in Africa. All this
could be built in Congo and so would be the capital of the USAF ( United States of Africa)
and its parliament. This should include as well, a center to re-establish the African culture
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and traditions that have been destroyed by the religion of the colonizers as the new
Bolivian President just did with the Inca traditions.”
Raelians of the world also rejoiced this week to see President Evo
Morales, the first Indian elected to this position, being sworn in
following Indian traditional rites.
It is quite strange that for so long, all the Bolivian Presidents have
been white, had Spanish ancestors and were wearing grey suits
while the majority of the population is of Indian origin. The wind is
turning in Latin America as two elected Presidents, President Chavez
and President Morales, both from Indian origin, have decided to give
back their right and their dignity to indigenous people!
It is also true in Liberia where the first African Woman elected President, Ellen JohnsonSirleaf, has been sworn in. Her first speech was to give hope to the women of the
country, telling them that rape will be severely sanctioned as it has been a ramping
problem in this country devastated by a long civil war. The following day, she expressed
her support to the building of the United States of Africa... Another discriminated minority
is in power now and talks about union and peace.... The world as announced by our
Beloved Prophet is appearing little by little. We definitely can stay optimistic and not give
up!!! Yeah!

Welcome back Mounia J
Mounia who had left the structure of the Raelian Movement about a year ago and who is
now back as National Guide of Mayotte, has asked us to publish these words which we do
with pleasure. Welcome back sweet sisterJ
"I send my apologies and my respects to our beloved Prophet,
I was really strong, impulsive and acted with unconsciousness.
I would like to say all over the world, to all Raelians my regrets for what I did.
Please accept these words, coming from my heart.
I thank our beloved Prophet for the teaching he gave to me during this period.
It helps me to understand, to grow... I hope to continue learning with him, with all of you.
I love Elohim, I love the last Prophet, and humanity...
Thank you all"
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